Abstract -This paper uses a branching classifier mechanism in an unsupervised scenario, to enable it to self-organise data into unknown categories. A teaching phase is then able to help the classifier to learn the true category for each input row, using a reduced number of training steps. The pattern ensembles are learned in an unsupervsised manner that use a closest-distance clustering. This is done without knowing what the actual output category is and leads to each actual category having several clusters associated with it. One measure of success is then that each of these sub-clusters is coherent, which means that every data row in the cluster belongs to the same category. The total number of clusters is also important and a teaching phase can then teach the classifier what the correct actual category is. During this phase, any classifier can also learn or infer correct classifications from some other classifier's knowledge, thereby reducing the required number of presentations. As the information is added, cross-referencing between the two structures allows it to be used more widely. With this process, a unique structure can build up that would not be possible by either method separately. The lower level is a nested ensemble of patterns created by self-organisation. The upper level is a hierarchical tree, where each end node represents a single category only, so there is a transition from mixed ensemble masses to specific categories. The structure also has relations to brain-like modelling.
Introduction
This paper uses a branching classifier mechanism [8] in an unsupervised scenario, to enable it to self-organise data into unknown categories. A teaching phase is then able to help the classifier to learn the true category for each input row, using a reduced number of training steps. The pattern ensembles are learned in an unsupervsised manner that use a closestdistance clustering. This is done without knowing what the actual output category is and leads to each actual category having several clusters associated with it. One measure of 2 success is then that each of these sub-clusters is coherent, which means that every data row in the cluster belongs to the same category. The total number of clusters is also important and a teaching phase can then teach the classifier what the correct actual category is.
During this phase, any classifier can also learn or infer correct classifications from some other classifier's knowledge, thereby reducing the required number of presentations. As the information is added, cross-referencing between the two structures allows it to be used more widely.
With this process, a unique structure can build up that would not be possible by either method separately. The lower level is a nested ensemble of patterns created by selforganisation. The upper level is a hierarchical tree, where each end node represents a single category only, so there is a transition from mixed ensemble masses to specific categories.
The two structures link-up the same data row between the pattern and the tree, where tree end nodes represent the learned knowledge. If a pattern sub-cluster becomes associated with two or more learned categories, that sub-cluster is separated in a root tree node that only needs to recognise the two row sets for the sub-cluster and not the whole dataset. The discrimination problem is therefore made simpler by reducing the problem size. There is also a lot of cross-referencing between the self-organised clusters and the taught tree and this would help the classifier to learn more quickly and to share partial results. The algorithms in this paper mostly use processes and equations that the author has used previously, but it is more important to understand the broad algorithm and underlying theory, because a lot of the functions could probably be replaced by other ones.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: section 2 describes some related work. Section 3 describes the unsupervised clustering theory, while section 4 describes the supervised clustering theory. Section 5 gives some preliminary test results, while section 6 gives some conclusions on the work. 3 
Related Work
The author has published some papers that relate to this one. The branching classifier that the self-organising system is based on can be found in [8] . Then the ensemblehierarchy model has close relations to one suggested for the human brain in [9] [10]. The Self-Organising Map [12] is obviously of interest, or SOM with extensions [2] . The paper [7] makes some interesting comments about Boolean Factor Analysis that would relate to this ensemble-hierarchy and may therefore be earlier work on the subject. Their
Hopfield-modified network takes the input signal vector and factors it into a low-level signal space of relations or clusters. The low-level factors would represent the first clustering stage. One idea is to further self-organise based on distinct features, as well as closest distances. Columnar characteristics can therefore become important and decisions can be taken, maybe with some judgement on related features. At the heart of Deep Learning [11] is the idea of learning an image in discrete parts. Each smaller part is an easier task and the next level can then combine the smaller parts until the whole image is learned. It might be interesting to compare the branching with something like this, because it also reduces the problem complexity.
A more recent AI topic is Explainable AI (XAI) [4] . With this, the AI system is able to give an explanation, in human terms, of how it came to a decision. This is intended to increase trust in the system that is no longer a black box, but can be more transparent. It would also allow humans to interact with the system more easily because it will have to share a common language. DARPA [3] consider this to be the next stage in AI, especially with regard to autonomous systems that may take actions on their own. There is a small amount of feedback available from this new structure that could be used to allow for more intelligent interaction with it, by a human operator.
Unsupervised Clustering Theory
The self-organising process relies on some basic theories as follows: The process starts by associating every data row with the row it is closest to, according to some measure, such as Euclidean Distance. If each row is then clustered with its closest row, this should actually 4 lead to natural breaks in the data that lead to a set of natural clusters. It is very likely that there will be more clusters than actual categories in the dataset and so each actual category will be represented by several clusters. Self-organisation is more often used to extract patterns from data, than to learn known categories and does this using some type of distance or similarity measurement. However, if each cluster is considered in isolation, it will also be found to have sub-clusters that can be recognised through the same closest link mechanism, or the author prefers to use a Frequency Grid [9] for the sub-clustering event.
These sub-clusters are only obvious when the larger enclosing pattern is removed and the process could continue to repeat, for example. The sub-clusters then help to categorise the data further and isolate data rows that do not really belong together. A re-clustering phase would then try to move isolated data rows to other clusters and add data rows that belong to the main category of this cluster. Through this method, the cluster may become a centre of attraction for the category it represents and the centroid for it will become more accurate, as more and more data rows for the same category are added.
While that is the theory, it may not work out quite so well in practice. One big problem with self-organisation is the fact that it has to choose the centre of the data that it is clustering.
The algorithm does not know what the actual category is and so it cannot directly discriminate. Unless it can recognise some inherent difference, it has to choose the centre of the input data for the centroid. This is OK if there are few categories and the data is wellbalanced, but the self-organising mechanism cannot learn any inherent skew in the dataset.
A supervised approach, on the other hand, is able to adjust its discrimination lines, because it can be told directly about a particular error and so it can then adjust a weight set based on this. The teaching phase is therefore intended to make the self-organised patterns more accurate. It is postulated that because some of the classification has already been learned and can be re-used, the teaching phase can also build up an accurate picture of the whole data set, with fewer presentations.
Branching Algorithm
An unsupervised variation of the branching algorithm [8] is used for the self-organising stage. With the supervised version, a classifier is created for each category to start with. The 5 data is separated into rows for each category and the classifier learns the average data row value. Each data row is then associated with the classifier whose centroid it is closest to.
Rows will not always be associated with the correct classifier and so the classifier can then branch into 2 or more sub-classifiers that again separate the data rows associated with it into the desired categories and learn the average value, but only for the subset of data this time. Each branch in this structure redues the size of the problem, making it easier for the next level to be correctly classified. An unsupervised version of this classifier does not know how many categories there are and so it needs to decide this first. It can then associate data rows with the categories it has decided on and try to reduce the number to as close to the true value as possible. This is described further in the next section. When classifying a new data row for example, the classifier with the closest centroid is selected. If it has subclassifiers, then the closest one of those is selected, and so on, until a classifier without branches is selected. The data row is then assigned the category of that classifier.
Self-Organising Algorithm
The self-organisation phase works without knowing what the actual categories are. It clusters based on closest distance, but also tries to ceate the largest and most coherent clusters possible. While the process is quite complicated, it runs almost automatically and without fine-tuning, where an algorithm for it is as follows:
1. Link each data row with the row it is closest to, according to some measure. 2. Create clusters by placing all data rows that are linked together into a cluster. 3. For each cluster: a. Use a Frequency Grid to do a count of the rows any other row is closest to. b. Use the grid to create sub-clusters in the cluster. c. If any sub-cluster has only 1 entry, then add it to an additional cluster list. d. Optionally consider distinctive features and add those to the additional list. 4. Create branches in each base classifier for each sub-cluster part, where each sub-cluster now has its own centroid. Also add a new sub-cluster for the additional list. 5. Try to combine any of the base clusters as follows:
a. Determine an average distance ū between the sub-clusters in the cluster. b. Determine a distance x between two clusters. c. If the distance x is less than the average sub-cluster distance ū, then combine the two clusters. 6 6. Re-calculate the centroids for each cluster and sub-cluster. 7. Take each data row in turn again and add it to the cluster whose centroid it is now closest to. Go to step 3. 8. The process can stop when data rows are not moved or the total number of clusters does not change.
It is possible to calculate the error in the clustering process as follows:
1. For every sub-cluster, retrieve from the original dataset, its actual category. 2. Remove the set of rows with the largest count for a category. 
Supervised Teaching Theory
With the supervised phase, the classifier is allowed ask for the actual category of a random data row. The idea is that in the real world we may make some assumptions based on what we can determine, but we would also know that they are guesses. We would wait for proof before considering them to be true and we would then use the 'known' knowledge to correct any of the related assumptions. The classifier can therefore ask for some random proof and use it to correctly classify that data row in the related cluster. The proof is also added to the knowledge tree from where it can be used by any of the clusters. It is added as a leaf node that represents a specific category and groups all data rows that have been taught for that category. It can then also return a true centroid value for the specific category. Any classifier also has the option to use this knowledge to update their own data associations, for example. Also through this process, actual category values can be assigned to what was previously only classified as a coherent group.
As more rows are learned, the category node in the tree can become more accurate and there may be a constant ripple effect of updating the centroids and re-assigning the data rows without major structural changes. More major merging or creation of new clusters is 7 also required. For example, at some stage, the classifier will receive information that means a cluster is now associated with more than 1 category. What it can then do is add other nodes below the two leaf nodes in the tree and link its own sub-cluster only to those nodes.
These inter-nodes can be used to try to recognise a difference between the two row sets for the sub-cluster only. With cross-referencing, this information can also be shared between the clusters and any of the nodes may grow or reduce in size as data rows get re-assigned. Figure 1 is a graphic that describes some of the processes that would be operating. Figure 1 . Graphic of the possible interactions between the two cluster structures.
When a value for an actual category is learned, this information might also be used to measure a confidence that the classification is correct. For example, if links between the self-oganised cluster and the taught cluster does not exist, then there is a high probability of a guess, but if links are present, then the information of the self-organised cluster can be used with confidence. 8 
Implementation and Testing
It has only been possible to test the self-organising structure so far. The whole system will require different scenarios to be tested and is likely to take some time. A computer program has been written in the C# language and for the self-organising part, several benchmark datasets were tested, where 5 are listed below. If the data was already well separated and the number of actual categories was low, then the self-organising process could realise the original categories by itself, but a stopping criterion, or knowing when it had converged enough might be problematic. This was the case for the Iris [5] and the Wine [6] and Zoo
[14] datasets. A lot of other datasets showed that the self-organising structure cannot perform well enough by itself. This was also found to be the case in [2] who used variants of the SOM to successfully cluster the Iris data but could not cluster the Abalone dataset due to the overlap. Two other datasets in the table -Liver [13] and Abalone [1] show that the self-organising process is not accurate enough by itself. It was also a characteristic of the process that in cases when incoherent data was higher, it might start with a smaller number, but by trying to reduce this, the number would in fact increase. So, by trying to move data rows from the first-assigned cluster would increase the incoherence in the clusters more.
Although, other factors such as re-combining clusters, can really increase the error. Table 1 . Example of self-organised coherence. 'Incoherent' shows how many data rows were not coherent, or of the same actual category, as the rest of their cluster. 'S-O Clusters' shows how many separate clusters were created. 'Actual Clusters' gives the correct number.
Dataset

Conclusions
This paper describes an unsupervised clustering approach that can then be corrected through a teaching stage. The teaching stage however may allow the system to infer other 9 correct classifications by itself and therefore reduce the teaching time from one iteration for each data row. Data rows are assigned to a classifier that then creates a centroid from their averaged values. These centroids are used to define paths through the classifier branches and guide an input to its closest match. There is also a repeating process of re-assigning all data rows to the closest centroids, then re-calculating the centroids, to produce a kind of ripple effect that makes minor changes throughout the whole system. There are also more major operations, such as merging similar classifiers or creating new ones. This paper explains the theory of the process and has described some self-organised results only. It has been difficult to implement the whole system, which will probably take some time, as there are variations on what the best procedures might be.
The process is also interesting with respect to what might be considered as the next step for AI, which would be autonomous systems that can describe themselves. DARPA and other places consider that Explainable AI is important, to improve trust in the the system, by giving more transparency to how the system decided on something. For one thing, the reduced training time and the ability to infer from another cluster's update would make the system more idependent. It is then also able to reason about how confident it is in its decision. If there are no links from an ensemble part to the hierarchy part, for example, then the system can say that it does not know for certain that the ensemble part is correct, or that the system should try to find out more about this section of data. The self-organising part could continue to work in the background, adding new data. This clustering process has relations with modelling the human brain and an earlier design by the author [9] .
Comparisons between inter-neurons and inter-nodes might also be interesting, but the design looks to be new in a practical sense and so the environment where it might be used is unclear. The second phase is not usually performed and a real-world scenario would require the appropriate feedback, as part of an autonomous system.
